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EDWARD R. WILLIAMS II 

401 Princess Street 
Princess Towers 
Kingston, Ontario 

Canada 

542-0508 
If No Answer 

"Kathleen" 542-7746 

1984 - 1989 	 WRITER 

1983 	 THE OFFICE CENTRE  
Princess Street 
Kingston, Ontario 
Contact: Brian Reid 

1982 - 1983 	 S & R DEPARTMENT STORE  
Kingston, Belleville 
Contact: Mr. Ed Smith, Kingston 

Ms. Empson, Belleville  

1981 	 ST. LAWRENCE LIBRARY 
Kingston, Ontario 
Contact: Ms. Connie Hutchison, Dennis Murphy 

Audio-Visual  

1980 	 ACCELERATED ACCOUNTING  
Loyalist College, Belleville 

1972 - 1980 	 LOYALIST COLLEGE, Wallbridge 
Loyalist Road, Belleville, Ontario 
Contact: Mr. A.S.G. Peck, Accounting Teacher  

Mr. Cord Peck, Accountant  
Mr. Herbert Young, President  
Mr. Cord Palmer Controller  

1970 - 1972 ALLIED STORES 
401 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. U.S.A. 
Contact: Mr. Leonard Smith, Chief Executive Officer  

Market Division  
Mr. Ron Gosset, Market Division  
Mr. Thomas Maccioce, Chairman of the Board 

1968 	 WINDSOR REGIONAL HIGH SCHOOL 
Windsor, Nova Scotia Canada 

1965 - 1968 
	

GIMBEL BROTHERS 
33rd Street, New York, N.Y. 
Contact: Ann Lasky, John Silvestri 
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EDUCATION 

Rye County Day School, Rye, N.Y. 

Vermont Academy Saxtons River Vermont - Boxing Champion 
Rollins College, B.A. English/French Literature 

L.S.U. Audited Law Courses  

New School of Social Research 
Audit Social Worker Courses  

REFERENCES (LOCAL) 

Mr. Herbert Young, President Loyalist College, Belleville 

Mr. A.S.G. Peck, Teacher of Accounting 

Liz - Personnel 

Lee Ford Miller/ Owner Lincoln's, Queen Street 

Mr. John David Schleich, St. Lawrence College, Editor Quarry 

Mr. Roger Caron, Author Go Boy Bingo, Hull, Quebec 

DeFry, Poet/Painter, 535 Rideau Street, 542-7280 

Larry LaFleur, Sharbot Lake, CMHA 

Sterling Wilson, c/o K.P.H. 

(FOREIGN) 

Mr. William Jennings, President, N.Y. Rangers, CEO/Reports to Charles 
Bludhorn, Gulf & Western/Partner Cy Vance, Secretary of Defence 

Mr. Harold Weisberg, Author, OSS/FBI/CIA, 301-473-8186, Frederick, Maryland 

Mac Brussell - Radio Personality, Heir to I. Magnin, 25620 Via Crotalo 
Carmel California 

Honorable Henry Gonzales, Congressman, Washington, D.C. 

Judge Jim Garrison, New Orleans, Lousiana 
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REFERENCES (Continued) 

(RUSSIA) 

Most Honorable Madame Furtseva, Soviet Prasedium, Moscow 

Mikhail Sageltelyen, Pravda, Soviet Union, Moscow 

(FRANCE) 

L'Express, Leo Savage 

Le Monde, Thomas Bucchanan 

BOOKS WRITTEN 

Farewell America, 1968, with Malraux, The KGB, SPECE, The DGI, Loyalist 
Company Men. 
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Association officially condemned the "sys- 	1.  \ ‘ G‘  _,.....10‘  
At its 1977 meeting, the World Psychiatric 	 4 0::, locc:' I 

tematic abuse of psychiatry for political pur- 	VI c=0-4 % - ciz  .‘ii,V 	,,„, \ el  Ea- % 
poses in the USSR." Soviet psychiatrists 	 ‘.-\ e' ' `‘i-11.3te.-1/4-\1/4-7-'i-c\  ,e,../ 
deny all such criticisms, but the brutal treat- 	0 -rioRCA-keD, ...\--c• 0..6■D 	, \„\.... 
ment of dissidents in Soviet psychiatric in- 	
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stitutions is well documented by human- 	 p i..Ni-c- N'I opt 1.,_,QM%-'-'--  - 1  
rights groups as well as by ex-prisoners 
themselves. 	
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In 1973 Harvey Fireside toured the Soviet 
Union, meeting  dissidents and discussing  
their problems. This and his work in Am-
nesty International acquainted him with the 
grim facts behind political abuse of psychia-
try. Here he describes the chilling  evidence 
that led to the censure of Soviet psychiatry. 
He analyzes the cases of leading  dissidents 
like General Pyotr Grigorenko, Zhores 
Medvedev, and Leonid Plyushch, who were 

	

incarcerated in :szcial:o l 	jigsp...tiatric 

	

Is and tells of the treatmen s 	ed to rid 
them 01 their "reformist 
serifs.s the psychiatrists who give this treat-
ment and the fate of those who refuse to 
folk iss the dictates of the KGB, like Semyon 
(;ill/man, now in his seventh year of 

Fireside includes the remarkable 
op„iG • ̀Manual on Psychiatry for Dissidents," by 

kijrz, 1>1. Gluzman and Vladimir Bukovsky;  a 
phritmcisummary of "Punitive Medicine," by Alek-

sandr Podrabinek; and unique photographs 
taken inside the Soviet psychoprisons by the 
staff of D(iri Stern, never before published in 
the Unit States. 

Harvey Fires id, author of Icon and Swas-
: The Russian Orthudor Church under 

Nu:i ,,Ird Soviet Control, is professor of 
political si ionce at Ithaca College. 
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Dachau on the Hudson 
A commentary by Jocelyn Topham Hollis on 

violations of inmates' rights at NYSPI 

challenge of the Act. On October 17, 
the case was heard in the Federal 
Court in Ottawa; Judge Barbara Reed 
ruled in favour of the CDRC, struck 
down the offending section as "in-
valid," and awarded all court costs to 
the CDRC. The courtroom erupted in 
loud applause. 

Chief Electoral Officer Jean-Marc 
Hamel immediately instructed elec-
tion officers across Canada to inform 
all inmates of psychiatric institutions 
and institutions for the developmen-
tally handicapped of their right to 
vote in the federal election. He also 
ordered them to enumerate the in-
mates, and to make sure that polling 
booths were set up in the institutions 
and that short-term inmates could 
vote by proxy. 

The fight is not over yet. Except in 
Ontario and Quebec, these inmates 
still cannot vote in provincial and/or 
municipal elections. Manitoba has 
recently changed its laWs to allow 
psychiatric inmates to vote, but still 
denies this right to developmentally 
handicapped and "incompetent" 
people. The Federal Court decision 
should put strong pressure on all 
other provinces to change their laws. 

Prisoners are still denied the right 
to vote in federal elections, and most 
provinces prohibit them from voting 
in provincial and municipal elections. 

In Manitoba, prisoners Arnold 
Badger, Frank Piche and Theodore 
Kotyk are still fighting for the right 
to vote in federal elections. They lost 
their legal battle in the Court of Ap-
peals in November 1988, and will 
probably appeal to the Supreme 
Court of Canada. Also in November, 
prisoner Richard Sauve lost a similar 
case in the Supreme Court of On-
tario. He is appealing the decision. 

There will be more legal test cases 
and more political lobbying until we 
win the absolute right to make our 
own decisions and control our own 
lives, wherever we live and whatever 
our disability or label. This is the real 
challenge of this victory. 

For more information about the 
Canadian Disability Rights Council, 
please write to Dick Santos, do 
BOOST, 597 Parliament Street, Suite 
B-3, Toronto, Ontario M4X 1W3, or 
call him at (416) 964-6838. 

r n e of the only places in the 
l_JUnited States where American 
citizens can be held prisoner and sub-
jected to dangerous, perhaps fatal, 
scientific research by government-
paid army, navy, or CIA doctors is 
located at 722 West 168th Street in 
Manhattan, New York. 

No private citizen wishing to visit 
a relative is allowed inside the New 
York State Psychiatric Institute 
(NYSPI, also known as the Columbia-
Presbyterian Medical Center Psych-
iatric Institute). No lawyer is allowed 
access to NYSPI's secret files, even 
when the patient 
has given signed 
consent. Not 
even the power-
ful American 
Civil Liberties 
Union can use 
its influence 
here. 

This secret 
"research in-
stitute" has con-
ducted brutal ex-
periments for 40 
years. It has in-
jected such 
harmful drugs as mescaline into 
people's spines, and has performed 
lobotomies on college students, and 
other young people, who are not 
even said to be mentally ill. This un-
orthodox research is called "psychoto-
mimetic," meaning "intended to 
cause a mental illness in a normal 
person." The purpose of such re-
search is to torture traitors and cap-
tured enemy spies. The method is to 
"practise" on our own citizens first. 

NYSPI is not even a real hospital -
its license has been taken away by 
the new York State Board of Health. 

We hear of torture in far-off 
totalitarian states. Let us look instead 
at the records of the torture and 
human degradation that is going on 
in NYSPI today. Oh, but we're not al-
lowed to. Not a government inves-
tigator, not a private citizen, not a 
representative of the press or other  

media, no lawyer, doctor, or religious 
counsellor, no relative — and, of 
course, no "patient" — can see them. 
If the press ever got hold of them, 
the place would be closed down im-
mediately. 

The doctors operate outside the 
law, and are protected by the law 
from the law. They work for New 
York State, and their secrecy is 
protected by New York State. Do 
Americans want to be governed by a 
secret state? Do they want to live 
under a government so powerful that 
it can imprison citizens and experi-

ment on them in 
secret government 
laboratories, where 
no one is allowed to 
go? 

In Nazi Germany, 
the secret police, the 
SS, and the govern-
ment were respon-
sible for secret medi-
cal experiments. The 
Nuremberg trials con-
demned many of the 
doctors to death for 
what they did. 

In NYSPI, doctors 
working under a US army contract 
on a secret drug study administered a 
fatal dose of methyl di-amphetamine 
(MDA) to Harold Blauer. MDA is 
not a drug used either in psychiatry 
or in medicine, and is very harmful 
to humans. The doctors — and the 
scientist in charge, Paul Hoch — were 
as guilty as the doctors at Dachau, 
who were tried and executed. 

Hoch was never tried for Blauer's 
death, because he had a contract with 
the US army to conduct the experi-
ment. 

The War Crimes Tribunal decided 
in 1946 that Nazi doctors were guilty 
regardless of the fact that their army 
told them to kill innocent people. But 
in the United States, Paul Hoch went 
on to become New York State Com-
missioner of Mental Hygiene; he was 
never tried or punished. 

The doctors 
operate 

outside the 
law, and are 
protected by 
the law from 

the law. 
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The twists and turns reached into Washing-
ton's highest levels—the White House, the CIA, 
the FBI, the Justice Department, the Pentagon, 
the State Department. 

Edwin P. Wilson was the Great Gatsby of the 
spook world, the rogue CIA agent who had 
already begun to amass a fortune while still in 
U.S. intelligence, whose lavish estate outside 
Washington was a favored gathering place for 
senators and congressmen, admirals and gen-
erals, for key intelligence officers. And now he 
was raking in millions more in the service of the 
godfather of worldwide terrorism—Libya's 
Colonel Muammar el-Qaddafi. 

Wilson seemed above the law. Both the CIA 
and the FBI were aware of what he was doing 
but they had done nothing to stop him. Then it 
all changed when a young assistant U.S. attor-
ney for the District of Columbia named Larry 
Barcella entered the case by chance. Outraged 
by Wilson's sinister machinations, Barcella 
began a pursuit of him that became an obses-
sion. It was like a Western, the lawman after the 
outlaw, one on one, toward a final confronta-
tion. The chase would go on for nearly four 
years over three continents. 

The cast of characters is irresistible. Shad-
owy figures in high places vying for power and 
profit. A voluptuous redhead code-named 
"Wonder Woman." An international confi-
dence man whose hidden past is revealed for the 
first time. A tragic drunk. A Mormon bishop 
who neither drank nor smoked, who only 
smuggled guns and explosives. A psychopathic 
killer. 

(continued on back flap) 



(continued from front flap) 

Beyond this were grave questions. How 
deeply did Wilson's corrupting hand reach into 
the intelligence establishment? Who were his 
confederates? Was he, as he claimed, operating 
under an elaborate cover to serve the CIA's 
arcane interests? 

In The Malachi Papers, Peter Maas detailed 
as never before the inner workings of the Mafia. 
In Serpico, he brought us the epic story of a 
brave cop's fight against police corruption. In 
Marie, he dramatically portrayed the triumph 
of one woman's integrity over a crooked state 
administration. 

Now, in Manhunt, he has once again gone 
behind the headlines, gaining access to the 
secret documentation of Wilson's intelligence 
career, classified federal investigative reports 
and sealed court records. And in the course of 
his exhaustive research into the murky bypaths 
of espionage and deception, confusion and 
inertia in the corridors of justice and the exigen-
cies of foreign commitments, he has turned 
over rocks that official Washington would much 
prefer remained in place. 
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Jonathan Marshall, Peter Dale Scott, 
and Jane Hunter 

 

This explosive book lays bare the full details of current events, 
exposing the personalities and institutional relations behind the 
headlines. It goes beyond the specific events of the recent period to 
discern the roots of contemporary U.S. covert activity in the history 

of the past two decades. It delves into the details of CIA and 
extra-CIA operations including drug-trafficking, gun-running, 
government-toppling, and assassination. 

The authors argue that the Iran-Contra scandal is not merely a 
plan gone awry, but a consistent outgrowth of a long tradition of 
covert U.S. activities. From the Bay of Pigs invasion teams to the 
NSC organizational team; from the CIA and the World Anti-
Communist League to the Israeli connection and State Department; 
this is the full story, unfettered by concerns of "damage control." 

"The Iran-Contra Connection" is as disturbing as "The.  Tower 
Report" is consoling. This extraordinary book narrates a frightening, 
shocking story that shakes the foundations of the republic. 

—Richard Falk, front the Prefaie 



MY GOLDEN YEARS 
DeConcini and I, as well as others, all sat together in the first row. In 1959-196o, before the Democratic Party National Conven-tion, I met John Kennedy, who was the guest of honor at a reception at the Eloy ranch of my friend Gus Battaglia. The only other President I have ever met was Franklin Roosevelt, and that was in 1933, the first year of Roosevelt's presidency. In those days, the Tammany Hall political machine still ruled New York City. My contact with Tammany Hall was a politico named Albert Madinelli. He wanted me to pass the word among my people that Roosevelt was the man to vote for in 1932. After the election, Madinelli said he wanted me to attend a pri-vate party for Roosevelt. I hesitated to accept his invitation. Al-though I was the Father of a Family, I was brand-new at it and but twenty-eight years of age. I felt somewhat bashful. —I have to meet the President? I asked Madinelli. Aren't you enough? 
—Nonsense, Madinelli said. It will be good for you. —But why should I meet the President? —Because you and your friends contributed many votes. I attended the private reception, which, if I recall correctly, was held at a restaurant on Lafayette Avenue in Manhattan. The wait to see Roosevelt was excruciating for me. I could see Roosevelt at one end of the room, a vibrant, charismatic man, posturing, gesticu- 

	

sds in 	 la ting, cocking his head sideways, fingering his cigarette holder. I 

	

'ucson, 	 could hear what a glib and clever speaker he was. 

	

aected, 	 I felt self-conscious about my poor English, and when I was intro- 

	

along. 	 duced to him I really didn't know what to say. Madinelli spoke a few 

	

I had 	 words to Roosevelt, and from then on Roosevelt took charge: 

	

m was 	 —So, you're the handsome guy they told me about. 

	

nerous 	 Then he pointed to a photographer across the room and shouted, 

	

down- 	 —Hey, you, take a picture of us. 

	

erican 	 Turning to me once again, the President said, —If you ever come to Washington don't forget to come see me. 

	

:stator 	 Glad to see you. Thanks for your help. 

	

in g of 	
He was all blarney, but ! liked him. 

	

later 	
J can't say I liked Kennedy. however. My opinion of John Ken- 

	

tew art 	 necyl  is tainted by the low opinion I had of his brother Robert, whom_ 

	

Sec rr 	 I considered a demagogue when he was U.S. Attorney General. Whea- 

	

1, E vo 	
I shook hands with John Kennedy, I thought of his dad, Joe Ken- 
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nedy. When I lived in New York, I would sometimes go to Sag  
Harbor, Long Island, in 	 This was 	of the c

-  so I • • a 	• 	 1 .  a 	 le used t 

families since th 

In 1953, in Tucson, the federal government charged me with 
concealing information on my naturalization papers. If the govern-
ment could prove its charge, I faced possible loss of citizenship and 
deportment. 

I had become a U.S. citizen in 1945. On citizenship applications 
they ask you if you have ever been convicted of a crime. I answered 
no, which was the truth. The government contended I was convicted 
of a wage-and-hour violation in the early I9405. 

I consulted my Tucson friend Evo DeConcini, who had just re-
signed as an Arizona supreme court judge. He agreed that the gov-
ernment was trying to pull a fast one. 

—They must like your name, Evo said. 
Evo recommended several lawyers. Although these lawyers con-

sulted Evo, Evo preferred to remain in the background. 
At my trial in Tucson in 1954, the prosecution contended I had 

perjured myself on the citizenship application by not mentioning 
that two Brooklyn clothing factories in which I had an interest were 
fined a total of $450 for having violated the federal minimum-wage-
and-hour law. My defense established, however, that I was only a 
stockholder in the companies. The companies, not I, were fined for 
the violation. The companies, not I, paid the fines. 

In addition, several of my Tucson friends appeared in court as 
character witnesses: Evo DeConcini; Mundy Johnson, general man-
ager of Valley National Bank in Tucson; Bishop Francis Green, 
bishop of Tucson's Roman Catholic diocese; and Harold Patten, 
U.S. Congressman from Tucson. 

They all rated my character as good. 
The case was dismissed. 
After that, my relationship with Evo became more intimate. He 

and I did each other small favors. In addition to fresh fruit and fine 
cheese, I gave Evo ties, a ruby tiepin and a Patek Philippe gold 
watch. 

In May of 1955 Evo was awarded the Star of Solidarity—a 
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This is as good a place as any to add a recent item on Leifermann. His reporting of the assassination was diligent, professional, and not congenial to the official position. It is interesting that in 1970, although he was then 28 years old, he was ordered to active duty by the Army, which was not happy about some of his other reporting, especially about Green Beret murders and military justice. Leifermann had been in the reserve since 1964 and was scheduled for discharge in November of 19.70. The reason given for calling him up is his alleged missing of reserve meetings. Leifermann went to court, charged his writing was the reason for assignment to active duty, and blamed officials for disposing of the statements of doctors accounting for his absences. U.S. District Court Judge Howard F. Corcoran. in Washington, heard Leifermann's appeal on September 21 and 22. 1970. 121 A funny thing happened to the real Galt on the long way to the minitrial. After his name appeared in the papers as one that had been used by Ray, a truck tither pulled into the Union Carbide plant where Galt works. As Galt told Richard hernabei, the truck driver approached Galt with what appeared to be a newspaper picture of better than usual quality. It was one of a series of pictures taken in Dallas after the assassination of John Kennedy. This one was not known to have been published and showed tramps in custody. Pointing to one of them, who was a dead-ringer for the man in the FBI sketch of the person wanted for killing King, the truck driver told Galt, "There's your pal," meaning Ray. The picture was unknown to the real Galt. The trucker's explanation is hard to credit. He said he found the picture on the seat of his truck after a stop somewhere in the United State.. This means he was a rather extraordinary "truckdriver" with rather esceptional knowledge, to know of the possible significance of a picture he Llanns was merely left on the seat of his truck by persons and means and for reasons unknown to him. 
To show the reader how bizarre this episode was, I reprint here the relevant photographs. 

1. • 

r • , 

Lt.tt.t, of man wanted for King slaying, front New York Times of 4/11/68 (not FBI) compared with picture of man in police custody at scene 4111 Is 4,,,,ssination in Dallas, 11/22/63, shortly after that assassination. (See I 1'4 
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out the three most likely theories as to why, how, and by whom Paul Volpe was killed. The Peel police have been seriously following up the leads here as the major focus of their continuing investigation. These scenarios cannot now be revealed without seriously jeopardizing ongoing police operations. 
Why was the man of respect killed? In criminal terms, Volpe's weaknesses were showing. The fact that Remo and Cosimo Commisso had ordered Volpe's death in 1981 became public knowledge, and Volpe apparently didn't have the muscle to discipline this breach of respect - or perhaps the will to use it. Many of Volpe's key people were either in jail or on the lam, and in any case he chose to do nothing. Volpe had also lost a good deal of ground through his co-operation with the Mounties over the Kirby contract; in the underworld the feeling was that Volpe was altogether too cosy with the law enforcers. To use his own word, Volpe was in the process of becoming a -stoolie". A week before he was killed, Volpe had a meeting with RCMP intelligence officer Corporal Mark Murphy in his basement office. They had wine and discussed the state of the mob. The encounter was part of a new RCMP intelligence program of talking to gangsters in their homes, and it was not Volpe's first such meeting with Murphy since the aborted hit. Finally, it looked as though Paul Volpe was beginning to inform on some of his criminal colleagues. He was using his new inform-er role to give the RCMP enough documents and information on one particular associate with whom he was feuding so that this former associate would be charged with a serious crime. The street does not like informers. 

In addition to his other problems, Volpe was facing a challenge in Toronto from the Montreal Mafia. Montreal mobsters such as Frank Cotroni were be innin to move into Toronto's boiEi exotic-dance, and union rackets  to Vo pe's c agrin but apparent Helplessness. Some l'I 	l mobsters were meeting withWitain people at the airport in Toronto, a day before Volpe was killed, to try to pressure them (by brute force, in one case) into allowing Montreal operators into the body-rub parlours near the airport and in Windsor, Ont. They had killed people who had gotten in their way in Toronto before. One Cotroni hit man, Real Simard, was arrested and convicted of the murder of a wayward mobster at the Seaway Inn in Toronto in November 1983, shortly before the Volpe murder. 
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carrying a pistol because he was carrying money. He was ac-
customed to wander in and out of the Police Building at will. 

The Oswald murder today still appears to have been not a 
conspiracy, but an impulse—meaningless violence born of mean-
ingless violence. 

But the most recent, most spectacular development in the 
Oswald case involves the CIA. It involves, too, the spectacular 
district attorney of New Orleans, a man they call the Jolly Green 
Giant. It involves an arrest, hypnotism, truth serum, bribery 
charges, and for the first time, an outline of a conspiracy. It 
certainly accounts for the recent national upsurge of suspicion 
concerning the conclusions of the Warren Report. And it raises a 
new question: Was the assassination plotted in New Orleans? 

Mike Wallace reports. 

WALLACE: New Orleans District Attorney Jim Garrison quietly 
began his own investigation of the assassination last fall: In a 
sense he picked up where the Warren -COmmission had left off. 
Warren investigators questioned a number of people in New 
Orleans after the assassination, and they failed to implicate any 
of them.-  But the more Garrison went_ back over old -ground, 

- apparently, the more fascinated he became with the possibility 
that a plot to kill President Kennedy actually began in New 
Orleans, By_ the-time the story of his investigation broke four 
months ago, he seemed supremely confident that he could make 
a case, that he had solved the assassination. 

GABRISON: Because I certainty wouldn't say with confidence that 
we would make arrests and have convictions afterwards if r did 
not know that we had solved the assassination of President Ken-
nedy beyond any shadow of a doubt. I can't imagine that people 
would think that—that I would guess and say something like that 
rashly. There's no question about it. We know what cities were 
involved, we know how it was done in—in the essential respects. 
We know the key individuals involved. And we're in the process 
of developing evidence now. I thought I made that clear days ago. 
WALLACE: He shocked New Orleans four months ago by arresting 
the socially prominent Clay Shaw, former director of the New 
Orleans International Trade Mart. 
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Garrison's charge was that Shaw had conspired with two other 
men to plot the assassination of President Kennedy. Garrison said 
Shaw had known David Ferrie, an eccentric former airline pilot 
who was found dead a week before Garrison had planned to 
arrest him. Incidentally, the coroner said Ferrie died of natural 
causes. But Garrison called it suicide. 

He said Shaw also knew Lee Harvey Oswald; that Ferrie, 
Oswald, and Shaw met one night in the summer of 1963 and 

- plotted the President's death.. Clay Shaw said it was all fantastic. -  

- sHAw: I am_ completely innocent of any such, charges. I have 
not conspired with anyone, at any time, or any place, to murder 
our late and esteemed President John F. Kennedy, or any other 

-individual. I have always had only the highest and utmost respect 
and admiration for Mr. Kennedy. 	_ 

	

- 	_ 
- The charges filed against me have no foundation in fact or_in 

law. I have not been -apprised of the basis of these--fantastic 
- charges, and assume that in_ due course I will be furnished with 

this information, and will be afforded an opportunity to prove 
my innocence. _ 

- 

	

	I did not know Harvey Lee Oswald, nor-did I ever see or talk 
with him, or anyone who _knew him at any time in my life. 

wALLACE: A preliminary hearing for Shaw was held two weeks 
after his arrest. The hearing was complete with a surprise mystery 
witness, Perry Raymond Russo, twenty-five-year-old insurance 
salesman, and friend of the late David. Ferrie. Through three days 
of intense cross-examination Russo held doggedly to his story, 
that he himself had been present when Shaw, Ferrie, and Oswald 
plotted the Kennedy assassination. Russo admitted at the hearing 
that he had been hypnotized three times by Garrison men. 

A writer for the Saturday Evening Post said he read tran-
scripts of what went on at those sessions. The writer suggested 
that Russo's entire performance at the hearing was the product 
of post-hypnotic suggestion. Clay Shaw was ordered held for trial. 
It could be months before the trial actually takes place.. 

Meanwhile, various news organizations have reported serious 
charges against Jim Garrison and his staff, alleging bribery, intimi-
dation, and efforts to plant and/or manufacture evidence against 
Shaw. Last month Newsweek magazine said Garrison's office had 
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have the names of every one of them. The reason for Officer Tip-
pit's murder is simply this: It was necessary for them to get rid of 
the decoy in the case—Lee Oswald . . . Lee Oswald. Now, in order 
to get rid of him—so that he would not later describe the people 
involved in this, they had what I think is a rather clever plan. It's 
well known that police officers react violently to the murder of a 
police officer. All they did was arrange for an officer to be sent 
out to Tenth Street, and when Officer Tippit arrived, there he was 

- murdered, with no other reason than that. Noi.v, after he- was 
_ murdered, Oswald was pointed to, sitting in -the back of the Texas 

Theater where he'd been told to wait, obviously. - 
Now, the idea was, quite apparently, that Oswald would be 

killed in the Texas Theater when he arrived, because he'd killed a 
"bluecoat." That the way the officers in New Orleans use the 
phrase. Ile killed a blueeoat."-But the Dallas police, at least the= -
arresting Dallas police, fooled them, becaues they had, appar- 
ently, too much humanity in them, and they did not kill him. 

- 	-  
WALLACE: All right, there is- Lee Harvey Oswald_ at the back of  

- the Texas Theater—then what? _ 	 - _ 

GARRISON: Well, then notification is gotten to the police of this -
suspicious man in the back of the theater, and you know the rest. 
But the—the Dallas police; apparently, at least the arresting police 
officers, had more humanity in them than the planners had in 
mind. And this is the first point at which the plan did not work 
completely. So Oswald was not killed there. He was arrested. This 
left a problem, because if Lee Oswald stayed alive long enough, 
obviously he would name names and talk about this thing that 
he'd been drawn into. It was necessary to kill him. 

WALLACE: That's where Jack Ruby comes into the picture. 

GARIUSON: That's right. It was necessary for one of the people 
involved to kill him. 

WALLACE: Mr. Garrison, obviously we're not going to try the case 
of Clay Shaw here on television, but some people, some journalists 
and others, have charged that you have tried to bribe, to hypno-
tize, to drug witnesses in order to prove your case against Shaw. 

GARRISON: That's right. I understand that the latest—latest news 
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went to New Orleans looking for a place to hold a bloodless 	 at tl bullfight. 	
sees 

ODOM : When I got to New Orleans, and I got there—it was late, 	 over  
and so I wanted to see what New Orleans—my first trip to New 	I 	fron  
Orleans. And I went to Pat O'Brien's, and that's where I met Mr. 	 they 

1 Shaw. I was sitting, drinking at the bar, and he was sitting next - 
to me, and I got to talking to him about the—if he thought a bull- 	

- 

mar 
fight might go over good in—in New Orleans.-And he said that he 	 GAR/ thought-it would, and we introduced each other. He was in the 	 but real estate business, and said he might be able to help me. So the _  next day, why, we had lunch together, and tried to find out about chat a place to have a bullfight. Made two or three phone calls, and_. 	 too we didn't find any place. So when-  I got ready to leave_ theid, I 
Ove him my name and my box number, which I saw hini write 	 - WAI 
in his little book. And I never heard from him after- that. But 	 assa 
that's how the number got in the book. - - And 

prel - WALLAC- E: The number 19106 does appear in Oswald"s address 
book, although some say the letters in -front of it are not P 0, 	 GAR: 
but Russian letters. No one knows when Oswald made the entry. wAr Garrison has expanded the scope of his charges to include not 
only a Shaw-Oswald-fiuby link, but the CIA as well. Further, 	 GAR 
Garrison says he knows that five anti-Castro Cuban guerrillas, not 	

WAI Lee Harvey Oswald, killed President Kennedy. He says the CIA. 
is concealing both the names and the whereabouts of the Cubans. 	 GAR. 

In an interview with Bob Jones of WWL-TV, New Orleans, he 	 Rus 
discussed proof that the guerrillas were there at Dealey Plaza 	 part 
in Dallas. 	 don 
GARRISON: We have even located photographs in which we can— 	

but
ther we have found the—the men behind the grassy knoll, and the—and 

the stone wall, before they dropped completely out of sight. 	 WAL 
There were five of them. Three behind the stone wall, and two 	 Ken behind the grassy knoll. And they're not quite out of sight. And 
they've been located in other photographs, by process of bringing 	 GARI  
them out. Although they're not distinct enough you can make an 

wal identification from their faces. 
no 

WALLACE: This is one of the photographs Garrison is talking 	 our about, shown first with an overlay. Those roughly-drawn figures 	 thei 
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. Buchanan has been kind enough 
—and for this 1 really wish to 
thank him—to give NEW LEADER 
readers large excerpts of my Sep-
tember 28 comment in Le Figaro. 
The translation is substantially cor-
rect, with one slight omission. I 
had written, thinking precisely of 
Buchanan. that certain adversaries 
of the United States have no in-
tention of giving up their sarcastic 

aok cartons. and comments "in any ease," meaning 
lidday sun were 
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that these individuals were ready 
to go on criticizing even if the 
Warren Report had not been as 
unconvincing as I think it is. And 
when I deplored the Warren Corn-
Mission's refusal to meet "the seri-
ous objections." I wanted to em-
phasize the fact that it concentrated 
on refuting non-serious 'objections. 
of the type provided by Thomas 
Buchanan. 
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other day we had a sick buffalo on our 

LONDON—I am sitting in 
my flat here with a profession-
al hunter, Walter Johnson of 
Mozambique. We have just 
finished a safari the fourth 
in Mozambique in two years. 
my  20th over 14 years in coun-
tries ranging from Tanganyika 
to the Central - Provinces of as Buchanan is 	India. 

sarcastic about 	• We are talking about the 
"misfortune:' of President Kennedy. in terms of 

Inisf°rtune• vwe both know about ri - 'alter 'hot itsfortune of _allirst elephant when be ass• - years old. 
Buchanansanthout scopes, ter most t 	
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hands, and we were shooting as fast as we could work the bolt. Neither one of us was able to fire three shots in under eight seconds. 
Walter was shooting faster than I was, but he was using open sights, which raises another point. Somebody in the Warren Report men-

tioned that "the scope made last shooting possible." 
- This is utter nonsense. Every time you fire a scoped rifle the blast knocks your eye_out of the scope, and you have to rediscover the target. There is also something called "parallax" which blurs a scope, makirig the target disappear it your eye isn't rightly_adjusted to_the lenses. _ 

• • • 
There was acme comment that the scope had a slight error in sighting which made leadoff angle unnecessary. You would have _to know the exact span of right-or-left-throw-frig in order to compensate, and the seine:would apply to high or low. I doubt very much if Lee Oswald bore-sighted his rifle and then ad-justed the scope in order to eliminate the basic necessity of shooting at moving targets—the leadoff angle. 
According to reports. Mr. Kennedy was hit in the back, a eeart shot, as well as being hit in the neck, the bullet passing through ant coming out of the throat. Another bullet blew off the back of his head. 
As a rifleman I do not understand the com-bination of angles. A shot fired on high go,z,  dr,vn. A shot tired on the level goes straigh• 

shot fired from below travels up. Oswald, 
' 	his lofty vantage, would have 
. icennedy high in the head to shove 

.ailet through is throat. To hit him in the A, at that range and elevation, is impossible 
A bullet going in the back of the neck an coming out of the throat would almost have 

be fired on a dead level, or from a very slight slant. 
Walter Johnson and I have read the report scrupulously, several times, and the ballistic 

end of it makes no sense. 

as to the 
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1: Arita Thereby (at the time of his relationship with OrroW) einspd in a typical discussion. 
2: Oswald at that same time. 3: The first (end the only pertaining to the sublet') pia of as 
°Weber 1151 latter from Thereby to his periods rowing Oswald. 1 Ilevnpeper ankle 
wiaining to the author's "Oswald" novel, published after the USINSi11011011 of Prodders 
Kennedy end Oswald's own both. 5: Cover of the "Warren" Commission's owe loundrod end 
sin pogo _deposition of Theraley. 1 President and Mrs. Jahn F. Kennedy upon theft iltrini of 
Dallas airport that November Ited, 963. 7: President Kennedy's car in moterrie moving 
through downtown Dulles. I: Window from which Oswald supposedly shot the PiesIdent and 
Governor John Connally. 1: Spectators rasing their children to the ground le peek alter 
first shots were fired. 11 The PresWent slumping into his wife's 'rms. 11: A WeePiell chid 
preying for the dying President outside Parkland Hospital in Dellis. It: Two of hit MOM 
comforting Robert F. Kennedy um the lawn of his home, upon being notified af lbe death of 
his brother. 13: Werner in New York City wipes tears from her eyes open leering of the 
assassination. 14: Harvard student crying unabashedly during crowded utrukes for the slain 
President the following day. IS: A sailor sobbing as the caisson kering John F. Kennedy's 
body passed in from of him a few der later at Arlinpen National Cemetery, 16: A flea) 
mire from John F. Kennedy Jr. at the funeral. 17: Oswald upon arrest. 11: The photo, 
token from the television screen, showing vengeasue-crazed striptease club owner Jack 
tuby murdering Lee Harvey Oswald.-74: A lying Oswald king rushed to the same hospital 
where two days before the President of the United States had iied. 
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"Lee was moved by what people 
meally toll the purest humanitarian 
sentiments. Oswald was a philan-
thropist." 
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already you were part of history. We had done one good 
thing, one big-  thing—that nobody could deny. McCarthy 
had to be good, or how could we be so good? The important 
thing was to make him President. We would justify him—
that would be our answer. Or else the beauty of our love and 
action would count for nothing. 
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nk of it 19 	THE NEXT DAY, MCCARTHY SENT FOR JONATHAN 

Schell and myself to come to his suite. Schell was a grad 
student from Harvard who had been to Vietnam and written 
two short books about the destruction there. In Wisconsin 
he'd supplied a few detailed speeches about Vietnam, which 

_McCarthy read out woodenly at banquets and never came 
back to. Goodwin had told McCarthy he would probably 
leave, and it his suggestion, McCarthy-  asked Schell and _me 
to be his regular speechviriters, to "travel on the -plane" with 
him for the rest of the -campaign-. 

-Flattered,-  we immediately agreed. 
He leaned toward us ronfidentally, -imposing-in his heavy 

snit and heavy handsome face. His steel eyes had a hard blue--
twinkle. Around him a court had been assembled—staff, old 
friends, a chosen few of the press. He'd decided-  to be amused 
with us. _ 

s narrowed down to Bobbyand me," McCarthy said. 
"So far he's run with the-ghost of his brother. Now we're 
going to make him run against it. It's purely Greek: he either 
has to kill him or be killed by him. We'll make him run 
against Jack 	'knd I'm Jack." 
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The eye on us was hard; you could not see in. I frowned 
uncertainly. McCarthy leaned back and laughed at us. For 
the others watching. 

"Did you understand that?" Schell said outside the room. 
"Half," I said. It was fascinating stuff for a politician. 
"Well, I didn't." 

_ Schell- went back to Cambridge, unable to work against 
Robert Kennedy. I went to-think about what McCarthy had 
said. I still got only half, and there wasn't any more, then 
or later. 

- 20 	A WEEK LATER, FLYING OVER NORTHERN IND/ANA, I 

aiked McCarthyto go over a speech with me. He sketched in 
rapid changes with a felt pen, faster than any editor I had 
seen. Like lightning he- shucked away all that was unessential 
(even some good things), leaving natural elisions—which-
takes extraordinary intelligence and feel for words. Sometimes 
he did it indifferently, and the results were patchy, leaving 
nothing to say. But this time it went well, I learned some-
thing about writing speeches. It was easy enough to be 
humble about my newness to the trade, knowing as I did 
that a pure fluke had put me where I was, myself and others 
like me, that no ordinary Presidential campaign would take 
on a fiction writer over twenty years younger than the can-
didate with no time in service and no allegiance to his party. 

McCarthy responded to humility. He stayed and talked for 
an hour about baseball. It was tough looking back into those 
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Epilogue 

[Just as this book was about to go to press Mr. Joesten came 
to London for a press conference at which he gave a talk re-
lating the findings of his own investigations to those of Mr. 
James Garrison, the District Attorney of New Orleans. The text 
of his talk is printed below. In it Mr. Joesten predicts the facts 
that Mr. Garrison will unearth although he does not believe 
that they will see the light of day until the last two or three months of .1967. The publishers of this book, who wholly sup-
port Mr. Joesten in his conclusions, are convinced that time 
and Mr. Garrison will vindicate him.-The press conference was held on April 7. 1967.] 	- 

_ I am not going to talk to you about-my books although I may have-to refer-occasionally to them. On the contrary. I am going-to tell you what is not in my books. There has been a 
lot of talk about the mystery of Dallas, but there is no mystery 
and there never has been. I think I can give you the overall picture of 	really happened. What I am going to tell yOu 
today is the story that District Attorney James Garrison will 
tell the world in- a few months' time, although I may possibly 
be wrong over a few minor details. 

To arrive at any understanding of the assassination, there 
are a few basic elements that have to be kept in mind. The first 
is that, as Garrison has himself said. there were several plots to 
kill Kennedy. This has been treated as a joke in many parts of 
the press and many people think that if a District Attorney can 
say a thing like that, he cannot be taken seriously. But there 
were in fact at least three different plots which criss-crossed 
and dovetailed and overlapped and which in the end merged 
into the tragedy of Dallas. 
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-- The first of these three was the Mafia plot. The Chicago over 
 of the Mafia wished to rub out Governor Connally. They 

wanted to be rid of him because he is a strict conservative and 
does not tolerate the spread of vice. gambling and drinking 
which was what they wanted. To use their own language. they 
wished to open up Dallas. It was one of the few places left to 
them because the authorities had clamped down in Chicago; 
and Cuba, once a paradise for gamblers, dope smugglers and-
-vice lords had also been closed down: The Maffa overlords gave_ 
Ruby his marching orders, he was to eliminate Governor Ow 
nally and for this purpose he hired a former army marksman 
called Larry Crafard and gave him precise instructions as to how 
Connally was to be shot during a political-parade. In theses 
instructions (the text of them can be found in Oswald: The - 
Truth and in my French-language book on jack Ruby) there 
was specific mention of the Texas School Book Depository. 
Both the Dallas- police and the Texas Department-of Public 
Safety were informed ofthis conversation between Ruby and 
his henchman. Larry Crafard, who later worked fol. him at the 
Carousel. The information came from a Dallas lawyer called 
Carrol Jarnigan on October 4, 1963. Thus the Dallas police 
knew six weeks before the attempt on the President's life, that 
there was a plan afoot backed by Chicago gangsters to murder 
the Governor of the State during a parade. And that parade was 
already being planned, although the details had not finally been 
settled. The plan was to shoot him from the Texas School Book 
Depository and this was known at a time when Lee Harvey 
Oswald had never heard of the Texas School Book Depository. 
It was only much later that a friend of his, a so-called friend. 
put him up to the idea of working there. So much for the Ruby 
plot. 

The second plot was hatched by anti-Castro Cubans. It is not 
much of a secret in America and it is no secret to Mr. Garrison 
that the anti-Castro Cubans in Miami and New Orleans are paid 
and stage managed by the Central Intelligence Agency, the cu. 
It is this plot with which the investigations in New Orleans are 
concerned. Garrison appears to have an almost complete list of 
the Cubans involved in this plot together with their helpers 
and manipulators. In my opinion the second or Cuban plot 
never reached any stage of maturity. The original plan was to 
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my French-language volume) who was worried. naturallr&  
cause there would be four people in the car. two of 
were women. "Are you sure you can do the job without hitting 
anybody but the Governor ?" Ruby had said. "I'm sure." ler 
replied. "I am a Marine sharpshooter and I have got my equip. 
ment ready." And when Ruby learnt on November 22 that it 
was Kennedy who had been killed and that the man he wanted 

- to kill. Connally, was only hurt._ it was a-catastrophic biome, 
That's why he dropped that very revealing remark to a friend. 
"John,—  he said, "I have to get out of Dallas.'! His plot hat, 
misfired. 

Another basic element of-the whole thing is the fact thalE:.4 
there was a false Oswald. That is_to say, there was a. doubleie,„ 
young man who looked amazingly like Lee Harvey Oswald. of 
the same -height, the same age approximately and the same 
figure: everything, in fact, except that he was a little fuller in 
his face. That man was Larry Crafard. 

- Now I'm not-the only one-who has-  told the story of the 
false Oswald. Several others -have investigated this thing -
thoroughly and oneof the best is Harold Weisberg, the author 
of Whicewash.-Weisbeig arrived at identical conclusions with-
out having any connection with me at the time. -Professor 
Popkin who wrote The Second Oswald also arrived at the same 
conclusion : that there was a false Oswald whom he calls the 
'second' Oswald. Professor Popkin, however, believes that the 
'second' Oswald and the real Oswald worked hand in hand 
whereas I say that the false Oswald was an enemy of the real 
Oswald. He deliberately placed a lot of incriminating clues 
against Lee Harvey Oswald weeks before the assassination. I 
can claim that I was the first to call attention to him because I 
published a long feature entitled 'The False Oswald' containing 
all this information from the Warren Report (because all the 
facts are in the Warren Report) in the Swiss weekly Die 

Weltwoche on November zo, 1964. This is the first mention of 
the false Oswald anywhere. The date was shortly after my book 
Oswald: Assassin or Fall Guy? had been published; the story 
of the false Oswald was not in that book. 

The existence of a false Oswald is now completely estab-
lished and has been re-established by District Attorney Garri-
son. The London Times in its first complete dispatch about the 
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new enquiry in New Orleans stated 'our Washington correspon-dent writes : The District Attorney's office in New Orleans is understood to be pursuing a line of enquiry related to the theory of a "false Oswald".' Needless to say when I first men-tioned and documented the existence of a false Oswald, that was also treated as a joke. It is not a joke any longer. But there does exist the almost fantastic possibility that there were three Oswalds. Two false ones. Now, grotesque as that may seem, you will be surprised to find in the Warren report a passage that reads 'several persons have at one time or another been mistaken for Lee Harvey Oswald'. 'Several persons' says the Warren Report. Now if they were mistaken for Lee Harvey Oswald then they must have looked extremely like him. I am saying that the possibility of two false Oswalds exists because the .enquiry of District Attorney Garrison has brought out that the man who was with David Ferrie in New Orleans and who called himself Leon Oswald was definitely not Lee Harvey Oswald. He was a double. However, on the information in the Hearings of the Warren Commission and from what has transpired about Jim-Garrison's enquiries it seems that the man who called -himself Leon Oswald was somebody whose real name is William Seymour. The big question_ now, which I can't solve, but which Garrison certainly has solved 	'Is William_ Seymour identical with Larry Crafard ?' If hi is identical then there was only one false Oswald,-  but if William Seymour is not identical, then there were actually two false Oswalds. _ Garrison, so far, has-only lifted a tiny veil_ from the material he has uncovered. That Larry Grafard was the false Oswald is my statement. It is fully documented, in Oswald: The Truth. - from the Warren Report and the FBI reports about Larry Crafard that are in_the twenty-six volumes of the Hearings. Crafard is mentioned in the Warren Report extensively but the Warren Report of course does not point any finger at him. Quite the contrary. The interesting-thing-is that Larry Crafard was employed by Ruby at the Carousel at the time of the assassination and for several weeks before. He was the person that was seen by many witnesses at the Carousel (at least ten people testified that they had seen Lee Harvey Oswald at the Carousel Club) and the Warren Commission has established, and in this they are completely right, that Lee Harvey Oswald 
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never set foot in the Carousel Club. The Warren Report a' specifically states the fact that Lee Harvey Oswald and Larry: Crafard were so much alike in appearance that two witnesses. including a dealer in electronic supplies (all this is in the Warren Report) mistook one for the other and they quote Mr Ruth Payne as saying that the similarity is indeed astonishing Let me go back to the man who called himself Leon Oswald. He has played a large part in the Garrison enquiry ail you have all read. Garrison has accused Day Shavi of David Ferrie and a man named Leon Oswald tee Kennedy. Present at this conversation was. P has now testified for Garrison at the Grand jury-Three judges in New Orleans have unanimantly, Russo is a reliable witness, that Garrison has coit sented his case and that Clay -Shalk accordingly - trial. Now I really -clorlt understand how any circumstances can still say that what is going on in Nelradinfor' is just a joke-, because the implication of such a-statement be_that these are three_crooked judges who just to *wee - District Attorney. force an innocent man to stand trial for thti most heinous- crime that one can imagine. 
I was going to talk about Leon Oswald. Perry Russo-, Garri-son's star witness. said at the. Hearing before judge Bernard Bagert that Clay Shaw, David Ferrie and this man who called himself Leon Oswald conspired. Perry Russo was shown pictures of Lee Harvey Oswald and he said, I quote (I don't know whether it got into the British press or not but a reliable German correspondent reported it): 'That man you are show-ing me isn't Lee Harvey Oswald. that is Ferrie's room mate', because Russo had never known Lee Harvey Oswald, but he did know Ferrie's room mate. The man he had seen at Ferrie's place, the so-called Leon Oswald. had a fuller face than the well-known face of Lee Harvey Oswald. Perry Russo was shown pictures of the genuine Lee Harvey Oswald, and the investigator said 'This is Oswald. do you recognise him ?' He replied, 'No, that is not Oswald. that is Ferrie's room mate.' because Perry Russo had actually never seen the real genuine Lee Harvey Oswald as he had himself said previously in a press interview. This was quoted by one of the lawyers of Clay Shaw as evi-dence that the man was contradicting himself : first he said he 
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had never met Lee Harvey Oswald and then he declared under 
oath that Oswald and Ferrie and Shaw conspired. There is an 
obvious contradiction here, but this contradiction exists only 
if we take it for granted that the same person was involved 
and, unfortunately, most of the press dispatches from New 
Orleans were so garbled that the reader could not understand 
them. The witness had insisted 'The person I knew and who 
called himself Leon Oswald, was not the same person as Lee 
Harvey Oswald,' and to make the point even more strongly he 
had said that the person he had known in New Orleans had had 
a fuller face and had always worn a beard. (It wasn't much of a 
beard, it was more of a three-day growth, but it did slightly 
alter the facial appearance.) When the investigator, using a 
picture of the real Lee Harvey Oswald, painted a three-day 
beard on the face, Russo then agreed that it was Leon Oswald. 
All this has been treated as a joke in the press: the investigator 
paints in a beard then Russo suddenly recognises a man he pre-
viously said he didn't know. People simply don't want to see 
what is self-evident, what Garrison knows and what I have 
documented in my books, and what Weisberg has documented, 
that there was a-false Oswald who posed as Lee Harvey °sivald. 
and who in the early stages of the conspiracy in September 
wore a beard. 	 _ 	- 

Now we must bear some dates in mind. According-to Rtisso. 
he saw this so-called Leon Oswald twice, once towards the end-
of September 1963 and once in the early days of OCtober 1963. 
ancLit was• on the basis of this testimony thatzthe Grand Jury 
has indicted Day Shaw of having conspired to take the life of 
President Kennedy in a period between September to and is. 
I don't remember which, and October ro. Now it was on 
September 13, 1963, that it became known for the first time 
that President Kennedy would come to Dallas and that there 
would be a parade. It was quite-obviously this information. 
first published in the Dallas Times-Herald on September r-3, 
which set in motion the conspiratorial meetings in New-Orleans 
at which Ferrie played a leading part. 

Immediately after Ferrie died, Garrison, as you may remem-
ber, said 'there goes one of the most important figures in 
history' and that was also treated as a joke. Ferrie was a vaga-
bond, a defrocked monk, a homosexual, from the dregs of the 
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New Orleans underworld, and the fact that the 	two 
Attorney should call such an individual one of the most tesk: 
portant figures in history did sound a bit odd: I must admit. HUt 
it was no joke. Ferrie was an extraordinary paws. he wat4--;.j. 
absolutely brilliant and it was he who• conceived and master. 
minded the set-up on Dealey Plaza. Ferrie had known the real 
Lee Harvey Oswald as a boy. Ferrie was a ca-arag, one of the. _ 
best they have ever had and he operated at; 	*patrol is 

- New Orleans. The purpose of this organfeatillik 
young :Tien, a perfectly respectable-purpose: 
service protection and for possible later  

-air force. Ferrie was a captain in this organfaitkiek 
that time Lee Harvey Oswald was a young boyi 

- attending Beauregard High School in New Orleanark. . 
enlisted in the Civil Air Patrol. Now Ferrie was not oil* 
captain, an excellent flyer, he was also a hardened homosexuar.  
and he seduced this boy. In this way the real_ Oswald 	- 
became a homosexual and- also became-sort of attached 	- 
Ferrie. Later on years later, Ferrie ran across-an individual 
looked surprisingly like Lee Harvey Oswald and when the 
to -kill President Kennedy originated with the as. FerrieW 
membered there were two people who looked amazingly alikft 
one of them an excellent marksman. This, I say. was Larry 
Crafard. 

It doesn't really matter whether he was the false Oswald or 
not. Ferrie knew him well and as they had to have a cover, they 
naturally chose the most convenient one for a plot of this 
type, the red herring. All you have to say is that the man who 
did it was a communist and that's enough. You don't have to 
prove anything except that and that's actually the way it hap-
pened in Dallas. It is in my book and its on the record, but 
nobody has paid any attention to it. Assistant District Attorney 
Alexander in Dallas (the right-hand man of Henry Wade) when 
asked by a reporter : 'Are you . quite sure that Lee Harvey 
Oswald is the assassin, has he confessed?' replied (textually): 
'No he hasn't confessed yet, but he has confessed to being a 
Communist.' 

That was enough. that established the case and it wasn't 
even true because Lee Harvey Oswald had never confessed to 
being a Communist, although he had posed as one for years. 
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EPILOGUE 	 361 He was a stoolpigeon. an  undercover agent, and he had posed so successfully as a communist that it was the easiest thing in the world for the Dallas police and the office of the District Attorney to document that this man was a communist, and not only that, but that he was a Castro agent as well. All they had to say was, look at this man, he goes to Russia, he spends three years in the Soviet Union, he has a Russian wife, he comes back to this country, and the first thing he does is to hand out pro-Castro leaflets in the street, create a Fair Play Committee for Cuba and so on. He then goes to Mexico and tries to get a visa for Cuba. What more do you want ? Doesn't that completely document that he is a communist ? In the eyes of the world it did. But it was all a fake, a cover-up. Oiwald was the ideal fall-guy because of his record. In court, maybe in court, he would have said, "This was just a game, I wasn't a real Communist. I just posed as one." But Lee Harvey Oswald never lived to have his day in court." 
Ferrie, then, knew both the real Lee Harvey Oswald and the man who called himself Leon Oswald and who on many occasions before the assassination deliberately planted clues leading in the direction of the real Oswald. All that is described in great detail in Oswald: The Truth and in my German- _ language book and it is documented from the Warren Report. I can only briefly tell you about a few of these occasions. For instance, a few Sundays before the-assassination a man who was subsequently identified by a dozen witnesses -(the Warren Report-itself says so) as being without any question of doubt Lee Harvey Oswald, goes toa-rifle range in Dallas and shoots at -- - targets and shows that -he is an extraordinary marksman. _He - shot_at three different targets at the same time. The-whole story _ is in the Report or at least in the Hearings and of course it is -in my book. A man shows in the most ostentatious manner that he is a first-class marksman and is identified by twelve witnesses as Lee Harvey Oswald and the Warren Report itself says that _ - he was not Oswald. What more do you want ? On another occasion, a man goes into a store and says he -wants to buy a part for a rifle and gives his name-as Oswald. 

• In the same -ry programme referred to above, Garrison also stated that Oswald was not a communist and was not pro-Castro. He said that the Fair Play for Cuba Committee was merely a cover. 
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He has a wife who looks like Marina and a little daughter who looks exactly like the real Oswald's and the Warren Report again says it wasn't Oswald. And there is a third incident, that of the automobile demonstration. Again the salesman notes on a clip of paper the customer's name: Lee Oswald, interested 
in buying a car and so on. You will find the details in the 
Warren Report and in my book. There are at least four well-known documented incidents involving a person who either 
called himself Lee Oswald or who was identified by many wit-
nesses as being Lte Oswald and who according to the Warren Commission was not Oswald. 

You would think that the Warren Conunislion would  at least exhibit a little curiosity over this 	 . But no, the Warren Commission did not ex 	ghtest in- terest in the matter, it dismissed all these-te11>>114addents as 'Investigation of other activities.' And it malsesAmith -dreary reading in the Warren Report that most people who tead the Report skip those chapters. They are notinterented,*the 
'Investigation of other activities' and so it was lataiided. 
intended to be overlooked but it cannotim; 
Garrison for one did not overlook it. 	-1.9. 

To return toleon Oswald. Perry Russo is 
who knew a Leon Oswald Who was not Lae 
Long before that there was another witnett01400160,000024 Sylvia Odio. and-her story is also in the 
the same time that the conspiratorial 
New Orleans between Clay Shaw, David 
called himself Leon Oswald, Sylvia 
men came-td her apartment in Dallas.no'"" Pin 
Castro activities. One of these three'. 	 10"aier that the-American in this group, who stake very litde Spark& and whose name was Leon Oswald, had said, and I quote from the Warren Report, 'Those Cubans didn't have any guts. after the Bay of Pigs, President Kennedy should have been assaa,  
sinated.' That was supposed to be a statement made by Leon -- Oswald and that is in the Warren Report. Mrs. Odio's statement. which was not even questioned by the Warren Commission. has now been fully corroborated by Perry Russo's statement in 
New Orleans. Two witnesses have testified about a man calling himself Leon Oswald but who was not Lee Harvey Oswal 
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bullet. He fired all right, and made an awful lot of noise in 
order to attract everybody's attention to that window. I art 
not a military expert but I know there is a way of producing 
more than the normal amount of noise. Plenty of noise came 
from the Book Depository but not a single bullet. I believe the 
man in the window was Officer Tipple.. of the Dallas-  police 
force. The _fourth marksman fired from- the Dal-Tex Building 
which is just opposite the Tsui) across Houston Street- There-
you get almost the same kind of firing line as thes.hots fired 
fitom the other building. And the man who fired heat the Dal 
Tex Building was, I believe, Larry Crafard and he didn't know, _ 
either, that Kennedy was being assassinated. He was just doing 
his job-for which he-  had gotten $5,000 from-Ruby. He was- -
shooting-at Governor Connally.  

Two days after the assassination, Garrison's office in New 
Orleans arrested David Ferrie and two friends of -his, all of 
whom just happened to have-returned from a trip from Texas. 
Ferrie, of course, -said, 'Oh I was not in Dallas, we-weren't in 
Dallas at all; we went to Houston, we were just shooting wild 
duck.' Garrison at that time must have had some very well 
grounded suspicions for arresting these three people because 
Oswald was already in custody, in fact he was already dead. 
But then the FBI told Garrison that it was their business and 
they had to be turned over to them for questioning. The next 
day all three of them were released and that was the end of the 
investigation of David Ferrie and his two friends. At the same 
time, Clay Shaw was extensively questioned by the FBI as has 
been officially stated by Attorney General Ramsay Clark. I 
don't know whether that means that Clay Shaw was also in 
custody, but he was questioned at length by the FBI a few days 
after the assassination and was also cleared by them. Let me 
note in passing that the questioning of David Ferrie by the FBI 

was so extensive that they drafted a forty-page report on him, 
which is now in the restricted area of the National Archives in 
Washington. Not even Jim Garrison, the District Attorney 
investigating the assassination, is allowed to see the FBI report 
of one of his chief suspects, who, as it happens, is dead. 

We have, then, four people who were immediately connected 
with the assassination by the District Attorney of New Orleans 
and who were turned over to the FBI and who were cleared 
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the mob. Would not something like that have been worth a 
little elucidation ? Should not the Warren Commission at least 
have told us what became of this man, and have given us his 
name ? Should it not have referred to the fact that there was 
nearly a terrible mistake, that someone who had nothing to do 
with it nearly got lynched ? But the Warren Commission just 
doesn't mention it. It was just a little too hot. 

There was another short dispatch. also in the Danes Times-
Herald, of December 8, 1963, about fourteen. 
the first, 'It was also learned Saturday tha 	 int set 	

te_ter than 

the assassination of President Kennedy wan 	but no 
longer as a suspect in the killing. The ma* 
who gave a Knight Street address, was 
the assassination when officers-swarmed 
the assassination. A man was reported sees* 
ing a rifle. I _don't know whether these twit; tl 
same: but probably-- not because the _one 
lynched apparently was pkked up quite 
Depository. In his latest book Harold Weisberg 
man was arrested in the Dal-Tex building.' He 
the one that almost got lynched. The other wastt  
the rail road yards some hundreds of yards bi-- 	opposi 
direction. So-there were at least two persons other than Oswald. 
who were arrested at opposite ends of the scene of the assassina-
tion immediately after it happened and in one case the in-
formation in the newspaper is so precise—the man gave a 
Knight Street address and was 3o years old—that they could 
have found out from the Dallas police why this man was stilt 
in gaol two weeks later. 

Two suspects in Dallas, four in New Orleans, six people 
arrested immediately after the assassination. 

But there was also a seventh. The New York Herald-Tribune 
of September 29, 1964: 'Strawn, Texas. W. A. House laughed 
about it a little yesterday at his home here, but he failed to 
find anything funny about it last November 22nd when he was 
mistaken for the accused assassin of President Kennedy. The 
fact that Mr. House was arrested as a suspect in the assassina-
tion, questioned three hours and held in gaol an hour in 
Fort Worth has never been told before. Last November 22nd 
he visited Dallas, caught a glimpse of President Kennedy. 
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have been worth a 	 and then started back home. He did not know Mr. Kenney 

	

Commission at least 	 had been assassinated until he turned his car radio on well 

	

nd have given us his 	 out of Dallas, when he stopped at Grand Prairie for gasoline. 

	

fact that there was 	 A woman asked him whether he had heard what the killer 

	

ho had nothing to do 	 looked like. He gave her the description on the radio with- 

	

ren Commission just 	 out realising that it fitted him. The woman noted the simi- 
larity and telephoned the police. "What am I being arrested 

	

n the Dallas Times- 	 for ?" Mr. House said. "You are being arrested for the assassina- 

	

een slays later than 	 tion of President Kennedy," the police said. After three hours 

	

an early suspect in 	 of denying that he was the assassin, he was put in a cell. 

	

still in gaol, but no 	 Finally a policeman came to the cell door and said "They've' 

.4itiZad man, 
caught another boy, he's Lee Harvey Oswald, they are petty 

	

tes after 	 sure he did it ' 
 

. _ 

	

ail`aoatlyards near 	 Now, why is this story so significant? I am not saying that 

	

i lalhat area carry- 	 this man had anything to do with it, probably he didn't He 

	

two men were the 	 looked a little like the description of Oswald that went out over 

	

le iliatAnost 40t 	 the radio, and was picked up. He couldn't prove his alibi 

	

doielielthe-Sook 	 immediately. so  he was questioned for three hours and held in 
-- 	a cell. Nothing abnormal about that. What is extraordinary and 

highly significant is that he was released after the Dallas police 
had caught .Lee Harvey Oswald because theDallas police-and 
remember all this is within a few hours ofthe assassination -
were satisfied with Lee Oswald and were no longer interested in 
any other suspects-  in Fort Worth Or-anywhere else. So 'Out 
you go

- 
 my friend we don't need you any longer,' House was 

told.  
At least seven people arrested within hours of the assassina-

tion as suspects. Why didn't the Warren Commission look into 
_ i these seven cases and find out whether any of them had any-
_ Ls) thing to do with the assassination ? Like the Dallas police it was 

, . '- '''''w. :** 	 j only concerned with covering_up the truth. To pin it on Oswald 
raltifirald-Mbuist y k_was-all that was required. 

	

V.A. Hasse laughed 	 _ Considering the facts brought to light by the investigation 

	

tee, but be failed to 	 of District Attorney jim Garrison in New Orleans and other 

	

x 22nd when be was 	 evidence available. and by other I mean these seven cases, it 

	

adent Kennedy. The 	 has become perfectly clear who is guilty, at a minimum, of 

	

Dect in the assassins- 	 having deliberately covered up for the assassination of Presi- 

	

in gaol an hour in 	 dent John F. Kennedy. This man has consistently shielded 

	

Last November 22nd 	 the real murderers of the President by every means at his dis- 
President Ken 	 posal, in particular through the FBI and the Secret Service. He 
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is still shielding them. He has thus made himself, at the mini-
mum, an accessory after the fact in the crime of the century. 
He should be impeached by Congress. 

STOP PRESS 

On April 25 the New Orleans Siatei-Item pubiliphed story 
in which it said there was mounting evidence, Antra 113,- 
telligence Agency links with Garrison's- UM  one 
Garrison probe figure.' it said. 'intends to use 	 _ 
as part of his defence,' and it added _that 	Naked to 
the Garrison investigation have been name' 	- 	the 

- super secret espionage organisation— as 
and munitions carriers.' 

According to this newspaper. Gordon Naverwal(iiiinat, ajt - 
having the strongest CIA ties. He-had told in 	tibia,  lie 
was a CIA operative and will use this role to hatdsrVississo*:_ 
charges'. Novel was also quoted as referring to.ths5borgAsty:  - 
with which he is charged:as the most patriode11164ary fit 
history'. He described it as 'a war materials pick-up made at the 
direction of his CIA contact'. The same story also quoted Novel 
as saying that he had been working for the CIA in New Orleans. 
'Part of his job,' he said. 'was to operate the Evergreen Adver-
tising Agency as a front for CIA communications.' 

The Dayton Daily News has also quoted Novel as saying: 
'I think Garrison will expose some CIA operations in Louisiana.' 

I 	II, 	It 




